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Title word cross-reference

\((Q, r) [\text{OOSM18}]. ~ \$109.95 [\text{Has18}]. ~ \$135.00 [\text{Lip21a}]. ~ \$139.95 [\text{Sta21}]. ~ 2 [\text{EN11, Grö}14b]. ~ 2 \times 2 [\text{ILS11}]. ~ 3 [\text{GGK10, LPLPD14}]. ~ \$34.95 [\text{Ree19}]. ~ \$38.95 [\text{Joh20}]. ~ 4 [\text{Asq14, HWY18}]. ~ \$44.95 [\text{Hou07}]. ~ \$47.96 [\text{Peb21}]. ~ \$49.95 [\text{Ree19}]. ~ \$50.99 [\text{Sha21a}]. ~ \$69.95 [\text{Put06, Sta05, Vie11}]. ~ \$74.94 [\text{Cox05}]. ~ \$79.95 [\text{Lip20b, Pet02, Sab19}]. ~ \$85 [\text{Ano03b}]. ~ \$89.95 [\text{Kel10, Lum08}]. ~ \$95.00 [\text{Asq14}]. ~ \$99.95 [\text{Len20, Lip20a, Lip21b, Liu18, Ree19}]. = [\text{Sar06}]. ~ ^2 [\text{Sar06}]. ~ \alpha [\text{LPLPD14, dVSWAL17}]. \cdot [\text{Sar06}]. \ h [\text{HBA19}]. \ K [\text{KSBZ16, PG15, Lei10}]. \ L [\text{Asq14}]. \ n [\text{HMR}^{+13}]. \ p [\text{MF15}]. \ R [\text{QZLP21}]. \ s [\text{HJM08}]. \ t [\text{AHvD09, HJM08, ML13}]. \times [\text{Sta08}]. \ z [\text{HJM08}].
\-\text{www.amherst.edu/ [Grö}15a].
\-\text{www.crcpress.com/9781498709576 [Grö16].}
\-\text{www.crcpress.com/9781498711548 [Gle16a].}
\-\text{www.crcpress.com/9781498712361 [Kha16].}

channel [DTDd19]. Chapman [Die21, Gle16a, Grö16, Hac17, Has18, Hou07, Joh20, Kel10, Kha16, Kie17, Len20, Lip20a, Lip20b, Lip21b, Liu18, Lum08, Oli17, Orm17, Par15b, Peh21, Put06, Rao14, Rec19, Rob17, Rus15, Sab19, Sta05, Til96, Vic11]. Characteristics [GG16].


Co-Occurrence [GVM16]. Coarse-Grain [MBGK18]. Code [Aiz12, AD15, BDMP15, BK11, BS18, CG15, Car13, CS12, CO16, DMB18, FKP17, GHN19, GVM16, Han05, Han06a, HW07, Han07a, HXY12, Hof11, Hof18, Jul19, LW16, LQCh12, LRN18b, MF14, MJHS16, MTPL15, MBGK18, MF15, MP14, NK06, NAA17, Pan18, Pap16, PZK+12, Phil0, Rec10, RBB18, Rob18, RD92, Ruf09, SBMG06, TR14, Tie09, VSV09, VYD+12, Wei12, XMW10, dSJdSF14, BVFB19, Beh04, Beh05, GH18, GMF18, Lan09b, RD93, Gro10].


[Lub91, Pen17]. Common
[MBT+20, Woo05]. Communication
[Kim20, LA19]. Communications
[RL15, Gav10]. Community
[BCHR15, Gle16b, ZGS+18]. comorbidity
[Gas18, Gas18]. Companion
[Ano06c, Cow03, Lun06, Zie04, dL05a, Den13, Eve05, Fox02, Kau13, Mat13, Mur14]. Comparative [ADH11]. compareGroups
[SSV14]. Comparing
[LA19, ZHL11, GHN19, Han13a]. Comparison
[Lan95, OL17, Sch14, TM15, De 16, FBBD, Las97]. Comparisons
[BHW11, Che11, Dic12, HD12, KPSH15, MVS13, Ric11]. Competing
[BAS12, MN17, SZ11, dWFP11, BVBD, Mal13]. Compilation
[Lan14b]. compiled
[GMF18]. complement
[OS95]. Complete
[OK14]. Completely
[JJJ14]. Complex
[AT13, BY18, GP12, MN14, Obe14, SvdLN17, TMKD17, Kut13, MCSVGB20, SK17]. Complexity
[Bra15]. Complexity-Based
[Bra15]. Component
[BdMM11, GKD14, MW07]. Components
[BdMM15, Kom09]. Composition
[Yua07]. compositional
[PG20, Sha19]. compounding
[NPR13, NPR13]. CompRandFld
[PB15]. Comprehensive
[RFK12, SR17, Hor12b, MCSVGB20, MCSVGB20]. Computation
[AB17b, ABGF17, Dem17, KC14b, dVSWAL17, Alb07, Alb09, Cho09, Kut13, Mwi11, Pol11a, Röhl00]. Computational
[Cha15b, Dav07, Din06, DOO94, Dob06, How17, Lab12, LZ10, Sav09, Vis10, WDT+12, Wün13, GIIH+05, Va09, Mil12, Boo10, Dur15, Edd09c, Kha18, Rob19]. Computationally
[BG18]. computations
[SR17]. Compute
[Phi10, dSJdSF14]. Computer
[All86, Ano99, DHF15, Han05, PPG15, RGD12, Hor09, SS18a, SA15, All86]. Computerized
[MR12]. Computing
[AGM07, Cha10, CQ95, Den16, DOO94, Edd18, Esp15, FBDF12, FT08, GI00, GIO99, Kus03, Len20, Ma16b, R D11b, TRL07, SFS12, SME+09, Sco13b, Tem97, TRL09, WSZ12, ACG+16, Ano03b, Cra02, Dan18, DS20, Day15, Edd21, EK12, EKP+11, Gas18, HLT09, JOPO12, Lan18, Lon15, Mwi13b, NPR13, Ohr14, Riz08, WWDS18, Wil12, YS13, Mat15]. Concave
[CGS09]. Concepts
[BYFB19, Lun02, Mor03, SA01]. Concerto
[SA15]. Concurrent
[AD15]. Conditional
[Lee13, LRN18a, OHD17]. Conditioning
[Mar06]. Conditions
[Yua07]. Conducting
[KWE+17, SvdLN17, Vie10]. condvis
[OHD17]. Cone
[LM14b]. coneproj
[LM14b]. Conference
[DOO94, IF97, Ano95a, Bia94, IEE93, IEE94]. Confidence
[KPSH15]. Conjugate
[Sho13]. connect
[CBC19]. connectivity
[Urb09]. Conservation
[VL12]. Consistency
[LQC+12]. Constrained
[BFRP13, LM14b, LC10, Mug10]. Constraints
[Grö10, CKSLS18]. Constructing
[CSNF18, MB15]. Construction
[Jon07, Kav15, TB17]. Consumed
[PZK+12]. consumption
[KKL+15]. Contact
[GW18]. Contaminated
[PMM18]. ContaminatedMIX
[PMM18]. contemporary
[SP14b]. Context
[RG07, BVFB19]. containing
[OK14]. Contingency
[OK14]. Continuous
[AE21, BHS00, CC08a, Hol18, KY10, KK14, Mul14, PJSPC17, Wan13, NPR13, TPAM07]. Contrast
[WS11]. Contrast-Enhanced
[WS11]. contribution
[Sta05]. Control
[AD11, BCS96, HSL11, MG09, TKM15, ZFZ10, ZP13, EL15, HBSN14]. Controls
[BCAB07]. controversy
[CM14]. Convention
[IEE93, IEE94]. Convergence
[Smi07]. Conversion
[Hit96, Lei13]. convert
[ABEY18]. Convex
[KM14, PLR10]. convoSPAT
[RC17]. cooccur
[GVM16]. Cook
[Eme08, Mai08].
GKZ16, GGK10, GCA12, Gos11, Grö15a, Grö18a, Gro08, HD10, HD18, Har19, HM18, Hec07, HH15, HH19a, Hil14, HC05, Hoe09, HJ17, HK15, JO8, Iac15, IG96, Iri19, IK20, Jac11, Jal19, JM15, JKvT+14, JD15, Jon13.

Data [Kee18, KSS+07, KH10, KK14, Kos16, Kuh10, Kus03, Kut13, LRGTA12, Lei10, LSvdL17, Lep14, LM03, LZ10, Lip20a, Lip20b, Lip21b, Liu16a, Liu17, Liu18, LT19, MB03, Maa08, Maa14a, MBGK18, MC97, MBM18, Mat16b, MH18, MCM12, Mil17a, Mil17b, MP12, MDU10, MN14, Mun14a, Mun14b, Mur03, Mwi13a, NGBK12, NL12, Nor08, Nor15, NRD16, Num13, Num20, O'B12a, Oli10b, OL17, Pal15a, PP17, Par15b, Pau16, Peh12, Pen17, Pie15, PU13, Pla12, Pla19, Phi01, Pol11c, Pri05b, R D11a, R D11c, Rah17, RHG09, Ree18, Rie19, Riz10, Riz16, RMG12, Ros00, SP14a, Sav16, SZ11, Sch16, SCHK95, SMI14, SMI16, SM17, SMI18, SNP18, SNP20, SPP17, STH15, STH17, STH18, STH19b, SS09, SR12, SD18, SPPP17, SHN17, Spe08, Ste11.

Data [Su07, Sun16, TDRD15, TKM15, TMKD17, TD07, Tur12, U510, Unw11, Unw15, UC21, Uto05, VM09a, Van18, VR99, Ver18, VYD+12, Vis10, WGL12, WDM+11, WST11, Wic09, WGI0, WCHB11, WIL11a, Will11b, WS18, ZKJ08, ZQS16, Zie02b, Zie05, dL05b, Agr13, AD17, Aon03b, AB90, BKH17, BC85a, Bec13, Bos12, BCRM19, BA97, Car04, Car14, CCKT83, Cha20, Cha99, CP11b, Cho20, Cle85, Cle94, CC08b, Cot13, Cra02, Dév09, Dir18, Drá12, ERH01, Fal12, For20, FM18b, GCS+14, GF09, GS19, HH04, HN09, HK11, JPO12, Kab11, Kee10, Kle09, KCI14a, Kom09, KON14, Lau09b, LMS02, LB12a, LF15, Lon08, MA14, Mili10, Mili15a, MT20, MZ18, Mur05, Nie14, NL14, Ohr14, PCAS09, PG20, Per14, PK12, RFCD08, Riz12, RL15, Rup11, Sàn19].

data [Sar08, Sha12, Sha19, Sha20, SC07, SA20, Sm17, Sta21, Tsa13, Tuk77, VS02, Ven04, Vie11, WWDS18, WG17, WM18, XLX+19, ZY19, ZM14, Agr16, Bas18, Hüs18, Die21, Mil17b, Sta05, Arm19, Bat08a, Bro10, Cap19, San10a, San10, San12, Wic08b].
data-centered [JPO12].
data-driven [Kut13].

Database [FGG+94, HI97, MC97].

DataBlade [MC97].
datacollection.com/[Iac15].

Dataset [SVCB18].
datasets [FAM*20].
datastructures [Dir18].

Datendesign [Rah14].

DATforDCEMRI [For11].

David [Agr16, Car16, Num20, Num20, Pol13, Ruo14, Sch08].

Davies [Aon16].
dawai [CFSR15].

Dayal [Hof15].

dbEmpLikeGOF [MVS13].

DBKGrad [MP14].
dbms [MPTL15].

DCE [Fer11].

DCE-MRI [Fer11].

Dealing [Kas16, Pap16].

Death [TGJ17].

Deborah [Mai08].

December [Bar95].

Decision [Kim20a, Sco13a, PK12].

Decision-Theoretic [Kim20a].

Decomposition [DMB18, Lei10, LBW18, BFA14, LHR16].

deon [WW11].

Deconvolution [Fer11, SSH+20, WW11].

Deducer [Fel12].

Deep [Arn17, CA18, Kim20b].

Deepayan [Kuh10, Nor08].

Definition [R Di12].

Definitive [Joh20, XAG19].

Degradation [CP12].

Dehl [Hof15].
delivery [SA15].

Delta [MF14].
deltaPlotR [MF14].

Demidenko [Lip21a].
edmogR [Jon07].

Demographic [Alm10, Jon07, SM07].

Demonstrating [Xie13a].

Denis [Tat14].

Dennis [Kau13].

Densities [Nag18, RRSPT12].

Density [AM14, CGS09, DHM11, Duo07, HS18, Kle09, LF15].

DEoptim [MAG+11].

Dependence [BDMP15, BS13, CFHBK11].

Dependent [Ko06, Alb19, DCMCPF20].

Deployment [VFV13].

depmixS4 [VS10].

Derivatives [MS11].

Derive [Die21, Ger20].

Deriving [Arc10].

Description [SMHBR06].

Descriptive [Ruf09].

Design [AA12, BC84a, BC85a, BCS96, BPB09, Cha08b, DHF15, GG16, Gra07, Grö11, HSL11, HB92, Hu09, KSC+00, Mat11, ...]
E-Book [The99]. E-Learning [ZUL14].
early [PF8+12]. Earthquake [Ja19]. Ease
[LT16]. Easy [CdM10, HM16, DP13].

Edwards [Han13]. Effect [CLL17, Fox03, FH09, SvdLN17]. Effects [Bea17, Chr09, Far06, Far16, Gal17, Gan15a, HPWdL15, LQC+12, Mai14b, Mug10, Oli10a, SP14a, Sch09, Wan06, WLH+18, ZIW+09, GB13, Orm17, FB00, Ros09, Yan95, FH09, Woo01, Zie01a]. Efficient [AHvD09, BG18, BGH+17, ESO16, GL16a, TB17, GMF18, LAJJ18, RRSPT12, Lan17b]. Effort [PN97]. Einführung
[Luh13, Süs93, Kra97]. Einsteiger [Luh13].
eiport [IESdF18]. Ekström
[Hac17, Neu12, Häg12]. Elea [Rus15].
Electronic [Kra95]. Elegant
[Wic09, Wil11a]. Elements
[Lyu21, Spa17, Cle85, Cle94]. Emmanuel
[Ano12a, Cox05, Dal98, Mai09].
EMMIXcskew [LM18]. EMMIXuskew
[ML13]. Emphasis [FS10b]. Empirical
[ADN15, Cha10, JS05, KG17, LHR16, YS13]. empirically [TGKV20]. Employing [ZF15].
Enabled [FK17]. Enables [Wei12].
Encounter [Car17]. End [HM16, WDT+12].
End-to-End [HM16]. End-Users
[WDT+12]. endemism [GL15]. endpoint
[Oli17]. endpoints [SMWP20, TPAM07].
Energy [FKZ+12]. Enforcing [Oom13].
Engine [MC97]. Engineering
[Blo14, Bor16a, Rup11, Kos15]. Enhanced
[WS11]. Enhancing [CBGGV17]. Ensemble
[AVS20, LHR16, VWDB16]. entropart
[MH15]. Entropy [MVS13, VdL09].
Enumerative [Han07a]. ENVI [Ano99].
Environment [BC84b, Cha12, Cha86, 
Mug10, R D11a, R D11b, RFKM12, Tem97, 
Wei12, CNZ99, HLT09, VS02, Ven04].

Dudewicz [Rob12]. Dudoit [Doe06].
dummies
[Pie15, Sch17b, dVM12, Edd12a, Rob13].
Dumont [Gle16a]. Duncan [Hy99, Nor09].
DWSurv [SMWP20]. Dylan [Ric19].
Dynamic [CQ95, CS12, CS07, Eme08, 
Gio09, KKM15, Mai08, MCA19, Oom13, 
PFC09, Pet10, TM15, VM09a, Vey14, 
WMS17, WS11, Xie13b, SMWP20, McNe14, 
Mig10, O’B10, Sha11]. dynamical
[NWH21]. dynamics [DJS+18].

E-Book [The99]. E-Learning [ZUL14].
early [PF8+12]. Earthquake [Ja19]. Ease
[LT16]. Easy [CdM10, HM16, DP13].

Edwards [Han13]. Effect [CLL17, Fox03, FH09, SvdLN17]. Effects [Bea17, Chr09, Far06, Far16, Gal17, Gan15a, HPWdL15, LQC+12, Mai14b, Mug10, Oli10a, SP14a, Sch09, Wan06, WLH+18, ZIW+09, GB13, Orm17, FB00, Ros09, 
Yan95, FH09, Woo01, Zie01a]. Efficient 
[AHvD09, BG18, BGH+17, ESO16, GL16a, TB17, GMF18, LAJJ18, RRSPT12, 
Lan17b]. Effort [PN97]. Einführung
[Luh13, Süs93, Kra97]. Einsteiger [Luh13].
eiport [IESdF18]. Ekström
[Hac17, Neu12, Häg12]. Elea [Rus15].
Electronic [Kra95]. Elegant
[Wic09, Wil11a]. Elements
[Lyu21, Spa17, Cle85, Cle94]. Emmanuel
[Ano12a, Cox05, Dal98, Mai09].
EMMIXcskew [LM18]. EMMIXuskew
[ML13]. Emphasis [FS10b]. Empirical
[ADN15, Cha10, JS05, KG17, LHR16, YS13]. empirically [TGKV20]. Employing [ZF15].
Enabled [FK17]. Enables [Wei12].
Encounter [Car17]. End [HM16, WDT+12].
End-to-End [HM16]. End-Users
[WDT+12]. endemism [GL15]. endpoint
[Oli17]. endpoints [SMWP20, TPAM07].
Energy [FKZ+12]. Enforcing [Oom13].
Engine [MC97]. Engineering
[Blo14, Bor16a, Rup11, Kos15]. Enhanced
[WS11]. Enhancing [CBGGV17]. Ensemble
[AVS20, LHR16, VWDB16]. entropart
[MH15]. Entropy [MVS13, VdL09].
Enumerative [Han07a]. ENVI [Ano99].
Environment [BC84b, Cha12, Cha86, 
Mug10, R D11a, R D11b, RFKM12, Tem97, 
Wei12, CNZ99, HLT09, VS02, Ven04].
Environmental
[Buc09, MN01, PD08, Qia10b, Qia16, Yu07, dL09c, RFGD08, Fin11, Law02, Lum01, MN03, Pet02, Woo11, Zie99].

EnvironmentalStats [Mil98, Mil00, Mil02].

Environments [BLM+15, Lub91, CN97].

Epidemic [HF07].

Epidemiological [MJGM10, PC11].

Epidemiology [Buc09, PD08, dL09c].

Epilogue [TRM16b].

EpiModel [JGM18].

epinet [GW18].

Episodically [PZK+12].

Equality [Gro10].

equate [Alb16].

equateIRT [Bat15].

Equating [Alb16, Bat15].

Equation [Obe14, AMW14, PZK+12, Sag18].

Equations [Bur09, Cam09, HH07, HHY05, Iac08, Luo09, Sch14, Sch17a, SPS10, SCM12, Sto11, Tou15, VG09, SOD+16, SS18a, SS18b, Shi16, vBGO11, Lud13].

Equivalent [LAF+17].

Eric [Ano03a, Bur07, Car16, Fis06, Fot07, Laz11a, McN04, Rao14, Unw13b].

Erich [Fle11, Sco10b].

Erik [Bai11].

eRm [MH07].

Error [HXY12, PZK+12, WW11, ZY19].

Errors [AB17b, BK11].

Essentials [Cha14a, MR14].

Estimate [AMW14, PZK+12, Sag18].

Estimates [Gan15a].

Estimating [BKT14, Bra17, Fle12, HPWD15, HH07, HHY05, KS14, SM07, Tou15, You10, SOD+16].

Estimation [AMYR16, AT13, AM14, CLL17, CGS09, Cul11, DHM11, DBZ+11, Duo07, FDB12, GFS14, GvdL12, Har19, HS18, Joh07, KL14, KSP15, LSvdL17, dUJ13, MMB15, Nag18, PJS17, PN97, dREP12, RC17, RMD12, Rov17, Sav16, SIR+11, SMvMP17, Sho13, SvdL17, TM15, TR14, VV16, WMS17, WW11, Wan11, Asq14, BI13, DCMCPF20, ELS17, HT11, HJJC11, HJJC14, Klee09, Korn09].

Estimator [SP05].

ETAS [Jal19].

EU [Liv95, Esp15].

EU-SILC [Liv95, Esp15].

Eubank [Sco13b].

Euclidean [AE21].

Eugene [Lip21a].

EUR [Hof15].

EUR55.99 [Pod18].

EUR74.95 [Cox05].

EUR85.39 [Num20].

Europe [Esp15, Lon15].

Evaluating [GG16, MHOV12, SKZ05, LB12b].

Evaluation [HSL11, DS20, Oli17, TPAM07].

Event [Bro12, Jor13, Riz10, Riz16, Riz12, Sta05, Heb13].

events [LS16].

Evertt [Ano06b, Ano06a, Daw03, Pfa12, Tii96, Unw12a, Yu12, Zie92b, Ano06c, Dav95, Zin95, Koz95a, Lum06, Zie02a].

Everyone [Lan17a, Lan14a].

evidence [BL14b].

evmix [HS18].

Evolution [Ano12a, MCSGBSA20, MAG+11, NdSL16, Par12, PSZ17, Suc07, Par06a].

Evolutionary [GZP14].

evtree [GZP14].

Exact [FS10a].

Example [Eva11, Lud13, Mai11, San10a, AR12, Beh12, Fil08, HLP11, MB03].

Example-Based [San10a, MB03].

Examples [DMS14, Edd18, HH15, Hew16, Iac08, Mat16b, Pri05b, Rah17, Rui17, SD15, Sha16, Tat18, Uti05, VSS+17, Cho15, CC08b, HH04, H+96, HBFJ04, McE16, PG20, Sha19, SS06, SS11, Vin08, AC04, Rao14, Sch08, Bur09, Cam09, Hew05, Luo09, Pol13, Sto11, Wuo98, Car16, Cox05, Dal98, Har19, Lum07a].

Exams [ZG09, ZUL14].

excavating [Wil11b].

Excel [Fle11, Sco10b, BN07, But05, HNO9, Pol09, Tav17].

Exchange [Kan17].

Exclusion [AT13].

execution [SWH17].

Expected [CNA16].

experiment [Bar95].

Experimental [AA12, AL16, Grö11, RV20, SIR16, RPVG11, You12].

experimenters [BHH05].

Experiments [Aiz12, DFM15, FO15, FBF14, Grö18b, LW16, NGBK12, RGD12, TP11].

Explained [CC15, Bas18, RFGD08].

explicit [BS20].

Exploration [HHBQ04].

Exploratory [Beh12, HLP11, LRPGTA12, Tu77, MCD14, Even11, Mai11].

Explore [Spa17, Dan18].

Exploring [ARC04, GLC+15, WCHB11].

Exponential [Aiz12, CGF14].

Export [RD11c, JESdF18].

ExPosition [BPA14].

expression [BS20].

express [MGHR16].

expression [CPS+20].

Extend [GDM80].

Extendable [BY18].
Extended \cite{GKZ12, MH07, ZC10, ZGS+18}.

Extending \cite{BC85b, Cha16, EB18, Far06, F12, LWC+09, SVC+19, Vin08, Gal17, K17, Ros09, Orm17, Rob17, Wan06}.

Extensibility \cite{Lan95}.

Extensible \cite{HD10, Lan09a, Run13}.

Extension \cite{Tem97, YEL18, VP16}.

Extensions \cite{Chr09, FH09, Oli10a, RD11g, Sch09, ZIW+09}.

Extensive \cite{KS14}.

extents \cite{GL15}.

extracat \cite{PU13}.

extraction \cite{SA20}.

Extreme \cite{GK16, Hla16, HS18}.

ExtremeBounds \cite{Hla16}.

extRemes \cite{GK16}.

F \cite{Bai11, Bat08b, Ber10, Dic12, Mai08, Ng09, Oli10a, Sch09}.

F. \cite{Buc09}.

Facilities \cite{Fir03}.

FactoMineR \cite{LJH08}.

Factor \cite{BP12, CFHBK11, MCD+14}.

Factorial \cite{FKP17, Grö18, Grö18b, NGBK12}.

Failure \cite{KCN14, HXY12}.

FairCom \cite{Ano99}.

Faithful \cite{AB90}.

Falissard \cite{O'B12a}.

Families \cite{NR16}.

Family \cite{PG15}.

FAMT \cite{CFHBK11}.

Far \cite{RBB18}.

Faraway \cite{Orm17, Put06, Ros09, Wan06, Gal17, Rob05}.

Fast \cite{BS16, LH12, Müll13, PG15, dVSWAL17, VW13, KMMV14,KF10}.

fastcluster \cite{Mul13}.

fastWKendall \cite{LAJJ18}.

Fay \cite{IDE15}.

fdANOVA \cite{GS19}.

Feature \cite{DK18, LAF+17, Meul13, SA20}.

February \cite{Rec19}.

fechner \cite{UKD09}.

Fechnerian \cite{UKD09}.

Felt \cite{Rus15}.

fen \cite{UKD09}.

Fertility \cite{SAR11}.

Fetch \cite{SPPP17}.

fgui \cite{UKD09}.

FHtest \cite{OL17}.

FIAR \cite{RL11}.

Field \cite{Bar95, Unw13a, LS20, Unw13a}.

Fields \cite{AE21, DB13, FS10b, PB15, SMM+15}.

Fieller \cite{Kha16, Lin16b}.

File \cite{Hil96, OS95, NPP17}.

Files \cite{EW16, SVM+17}.

filesstrings \cite{NPP17}.

Filter \cite{Wan13}.

Filtering \cite{Tus11, VYD+12}.

Filzmoser \cite{PG20}.

finance \cite{Rup04, Müll16}.

Financial \cite{Ano03a, Bur07, Dia06, Dia05, Fis06, Fot07, Kumph07, Lep14, McN04, Pfa13, SCD07, Spe13, Tol03, Zie05, Car04, Car14, Kwon04, Nia14, Rup11, Ts10, Ts13, Ts14b, ZW03, Ziv05, Pod18}.

Finch \cite{Sha21a}.

Finding \cite{BPPB09, HWY18, Was15}.

Fine \cite{MBGK18}.

Fine-Grain \cite{MBGK18}.

Finite \cite{Lei04, GL07}.

FinMetrics \cite{Kon04}.
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[Dic12, Mig10, Mor09]. **Package** [ADH11, ALE10, ACW12, AR14, AMYR16, AVS20, Alb16, AGG13, ATF10, AT13, AL16, AD15, AWBM18, Arc10, AHvD09, ABC19, AMW14, AM14, BG18, BT05, BDMP15, BK11, Bar14, BFRP13, BY18, BS18, BPP17, BGH +17, Bat15, Bea17, BBGL17, BCHY09, BKT14, BBG12, BSVT12, BK17, BdMM15, BVE +15, BN10, Bon18, BDdM11, BPB09, BD18, BCAB07, Bra15, Bra14, Bra17, BS13, BPDD08, Bür17, Bur12, But08, CdM10, CSNF18, Cam12, CC08a, CB17, CFHKBK11, CAA15, Cha12, CNA16, CQZ +10, CGBN14, CKSLS12, CC11, CKY14, CC11, CGC14, CFSR15, CO16, CF08, CGS09, CJM06, CI17, DMB18, DLN17, DBZ +11, DC05, DMD15, Den16, DW17, DM18, DK18, DPSH18, DGP08, EE07, EBO +13, FS10a, FBD1F12, FDB12, Fer11, FGD16, FM19, Fie12, FBO07, FO15, FC11].

**Package** [FH09, FC12, FBB20, FM08, FKP17, FGEMI12, FS10b, GR16, GRD13, GSD12, Glass12b, GL12].
Gan15a, Gas11, GGC+15, GRK+16, GP12, GG16, GKZ16, GK16, GKD14, Gio09, GKK10, GZ11, GLC+15, GCA12, GFS14, GDMB08, GFC12, Gos11, Gra07, GT10, GvdMW09, GW18, Grö10, Grö15b, GvdL12, GH11, Gu14, GV12, Had10, HPvdL15, HHB08, HH14, HD18, HSL11, Han06b, Han07b, Har10, HD12, HXY12, HM18, HPH19a, HH07, HPCS14, HM11, HSM16, Hoh18, Hoj04, HHY05, HL07, Hoj12, HMR+13, HGI12, HSG12, HGG08, HK08, HWY18, IP08, IDE15, IV05, ILS11, ICL16, Jac11, JPM19, Jal19, JM15, JJJ14, JKvT+14, JGM18, JD15, Jon07, KMC+12, KSHZ04, KL14, Kas16, Kav15, KK15, Kie08, KWE+17, KE14, KO06, Kim20a, KNI16, KF14, KN03, KG17].

Package[KR10, KY10, KK14, KSBZ16, KPSH15, KV13, KT16, KSP15, Kuh08, KR13, LAF+17, LRGT12, LJH08, LIL+15, Lee13, LMI18, Lee18, LRM18a, Lei10, Lei03, LHS08, LSPvdL17, Len16, LBW18, LM14b, LFF17, LZHC17, LL11, LBC+16, LC10, LHA+15, LRRÁCSG14, dUJ13, LX12, LCSC14, MRC15, MR12, MP14, MHJS16, MO07, MdL10, Mar06, MH15, MGBK18, MF15, MP14, MPM14, ML13, MYK07, MO8, MS11, MCM12, Mel16, MJGM10, Meu13, MW07, MVS13, ML11, MTvdM15, MBR11, MV14, MduÁC10, MN14, MvSB+07, My07, MAG+11, Mu03, Mur09a, MG09, NR16, Nag18, ND12, NGBK12, NAA17, OH11, OHD17, Ob14, OCR14, OL17, Oom13, OK14, PPGD15, PP17, Pan18, Pap16, PLRC10, PMW+15, PSS+17, PG15, PP18, Pet10, Pfa08b, PUI3, PT07, PT09, PMM18, dREP12, RK20].

Package[RBB18, RLWP16, RC17, RJH14, Riz06, Riz10, Riz16, RR11, RMG12, Ros12, Roy17, SF18, SFS12, Sar16, SAR+11, SZ11, SMM+15, Sch16, SSH+20, SIRC16, Sch17e, Scr13, SR18, Sca10, SVMMP17, Sho13, SS19a, SKS15, SM21, Smi07, SYC08, SLS+12, SP10, SPS10, SvdLN17, Só09, SD18, Spe13, SM07, SLG05, SSV14, TP11, TM15, TMW18, TV11, TDRD13, TB17, TKM15, TMKD17, TMN16, Th14, TF16, TYH+14, Tou15, TGJ17, TF12, Tyn16, ÜKD09, ÜS10, USHH18, VW13, VG09, Ver18, VKVC15, Vie10, VV16, VM18, VdL09, VYD+12, VS10, WGS12, WMS17, WW11, Wan11, Wan13, WHL+18, WHK21, Was15, Wec10, WF12, Wel18, WDM+11, WM14, WCHB11, Wie04, WMR16, XMW10, XWHL15, Xie13a, YEL18, You10, YL17, Yua07, ZF15, ZPC+16, ZQS16, ZP13, dSJSF14].

Package[dLM09a, dLM09c, dWFP11, vdWG11, ATYK20, Alb15, Alb19, AA20, AD17, Alno13, ATCA20, ABYE18, BF17, BBG14, BMOF17, BI13, BSG20, BBN10, CBGG17, Car17, CBL+19, CPD+20, CCJMR16, CKSLS18, CHB14, DS20, DCMCPF20, Dir18, DTDd19, FF09, FAM+20, FM18b, Gas18, GS19, GFB19, GMF18, Gle16b, GEV18, GS19, Han20, HBA19, HNT11, HJJC11, HMRS14, Hô07, HF07, HRC20, HS18, IM15, IE5d18, KF17, Komi09, Lan18, Lan09b, LSM20, Lau18, LM03, LS16, LF15, LLM+20, LHR16, MUM16, MT20, MCB18, MCSAGB20, MCSBSA20, MN17, MZ18, NPR13, NB13, NH21, NN17, NPP18, PCAS09, PTT+12, PD16, PSM+11, R D04, RRSPT12, RRSPTR14, SVM+17, Sek11, SAR11, SWC20, SWP20, Smi18, SR17, Tan18, TKM16, TLH11, Tho18, Tur18, TvEK20, VV19, VWD16]. Package[Will18, WD18, XLX+19, Yan17, Yan95, YS13, Zag18, ZLHK02, ZY19]. Packages[Alm10, Boe17, DHF15, GAS15, HL09, KMTS14, RGD12, TD07, De 16, Mil92, WML14, YCLL20, Cur18]. Packaging[MBM18]. page[KKEM15]. Pages[Ver12, Abr97, Ano03b, Cap19, Cox05, Cur18, Dal98, Har03, Hou07, Kel10, Liu18, Liu18, Lum08, Num20, Orm17, Pet02, Phu01, Pod18, Put06, Rao14, Rob17, Rui17, Sta05, Vie11, Mai11].

Paired[HD12]. Pairwise[SBMG06]. Panel
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Kra97, Ros00, Ano95b, Ano97, Ano98, Beh04, Beh05, BH94, But05, Can04, Car04, Cha09, Con03, Eve94, ERH01, Eve02, Eve05, FGG+94, Gen98, Ger94, GZ11, Go05, Gru95, Hal93, Har06, HC05, H’96, HBPJ04, Kon04, Kuo03, Lan95, MRR93, Mat85, Sta92a, Sta92b, Sta93a, Sta93c, Sta93g, Sta93h, Sta93i, Sta93k, Sta95c, Sta95d, Sta95e, Sta95g, Sta95f, SHR97, VR94, VR99, VR00a, Ano96, BA97, BG96, BHS00, Cra02, CN97, Dia05, Fox02, KU03, Lan95, MJR93, MC97, Mat85, Sta92a, Sta92b, Sta93a, Sta93c, Sta93g, Sta93h, Sta93i, Sta93k, Sta95c, Sta95d, Sta95e, Sta95g, Sta95f, SHR97, VR94, VR99, VR00a, Ano96, BA97, BG96, BHS00, Cra02, CN97, Dia05, Fox02, KU03, KM01, Kra05, Las97, Lo 93, Lo 94, Man03, Mat98, Mil00].

Plus
[MN01, OS95, Pri05b, Rom07, RD92, RD93, SCK95, Sel98, Sep94, Sta95a, VR97, Wie04, ZW03, Ziv05, HH04, SA01, Yan95, YWL02, Abr97, Ano03c, Ano06d, Arg09, Bar02, Bro07, Dav03, Eas03, Fer02, Fis06, Fot07, Han98, Jam96, KU07, Kus03, LAM01, Mac98, Sis03, Zie98, Zie01c, Zie01b, Zie01a, Zie02a, Zie02b, Zie05, Ano03b, Bra03, Bur07, Dav95, Dia06, Har03, Kim95, Ko89b, Ko95a, Law02, McN04, MN03, Mor03, Pet02, Tol96, Tol03, Woo01, Zie99, Zie00, KI99, Lun02].

Plus(R) [LAM06, Ano03b, Puts [KSC+00].

Point
[BT05, EE07, FBC07, GRD13, Har10, JM15, KSS+07, MTL15, PG15, Pen03, RD92, AGC+16, MC18, RD93].

Point-referenced [FBC07, Pointer [KSC+00]. Points [LPLPD14, Las97].

PoisNor [AD17]. Poisson
[AD17, Cam12, CAA15, KN05, MC18].

[BP21b, UC21, How16b]. Pollution
[BP06, PD08, YCLL20]. Polygons
[LKN18b]. Polyhedral [LPLPD14].


Pool-Adjacent-Violators [ALH09]. popbio [SM07]. Popes [SVCB18].


Posterior [Smi07]. Potentially [RG07].

[LT16, LR15, ATCA20, JV14, LT16, Asq14].

powerful [Ger94, Mat94]. PowTrAn
[ATCA20]. pp [Aji17, Die21, Gie16a, Gie15a, Gie16, Hol15, How16b, Jac15, Kha16, Kle17, Len20, Lip20a, Lip20b, Lip20a, Lip20a, Lip20b, Lip21b, Mat15, Mat16a, Pet21, Rus15, Sab19, Sha21a, Sta21, Zie16].

PPTreeViz [Lee18]. Practical
[AC04, CHT98, Dal98, Hew05, Jac15, IDE15, KF14, Lip21b, Mun14a, On17, Sel17, UCL1, Woo98, ZM14, Cox05, Dey09, GL16a, H’96, HBPJ04, RN17, SA20, Vin08, Win13, Grö16, Kin20, Mil17a]. Practice [Nas14].

Practitioners [GL14]. Precision
[dVSWAL17]. Predict [MB2G08].

Predicting [Arc10, Yua07]. Prediction
[CQ95, Iri19, Lip20a, SM+15]. Predictive
[BG18, Cap19, Kuh08, Mil15a, MZ18].

Preferences [HD12]. preferred [HBA19].

prefmod [HD12]. PReMiuM [LHA+15].

Preparation [Kra07]. Preparing [AL16].

premdat [AL16]. Presence [FM80].

PresenceAbsence [FM80]. Presmoothed [DUJ13]. prespecified [Ros08].

Press
[An016, Cun12, Cur18, Die21, For20, Gie15a, Joh20, Kle17, Len20, Lu18, Pet02, Pet19, Pod18, Rau14, Rei19, Rui17, Sab19, Sha21a, Sta21, Agr16, Cho20, Edl18, Gal17, Liu17, Par15a, Sán19, Tat18]. Price
[Abr97, Cox05, Dal98, Har03, Hou07, Kiel08, LAM08, Orn17, Pet02, Pue01, Put06, Rob17, Sta05, Vic11].

Prices [Mil15b, BL14b]. Primal [LM14b].

 Primer [GvdMW09, He18, Hor12c, Kim20a, Soc10, Sól10, Ste09, Aji17, Eks12, Eks16].
Fri16, Kee12, Hac17, Häg12, Neu12, Grö13.
primitive [MGHR16]. Principal
[Lei10, MW07, VKVC15]. Principles
[CFZ09, SR16]. print [Kle17]. Priors
[Lee13, LRN18a, ZF15]. Prison [FM18b].
prisonbrief [FM18b]. Probabilistic
[GR16, GVM16, Meu13, SAR11].
Probabilities [VV16]. Probability
[BNB96, BNB07, BNB08, Hor09, KR10,
Kur19, Laz11a, LQC+12, Lu18, Mal09,
Pic09, UMA08, vdWG11, Bac08, ST10,
Bat08b, Ng09, Pie09]. Probit
[IV05, Zag18]. Problem
[Pap16, Bor16b, Kra12, VV19].
Problems
[AVS20, EE07, VSV09, Wol99,
BMGT15, But05, LHR16, Yan95].
Programmer
[Sta92a, Sta93h, Sta93i, Sta97b].
Programmierung [Süs93]. Programming
[Ano09d, BCW88, Bel19, Ber09, Cal95,
Cha86, Cha98, Cha08a, Cha14b, DN17, Hil10,
Hly09, Hor12a, IR12, Lub91, Mat11, Ng11,
Nor09, O’Bo9a, Oli10b, R D11a, Sco11, Ste00,
Tho18, VR00a, Wei12, Wie08a, dL09b, Bia94,
BM07, BM16, BM21, CN97, CNZ99, Dav15,
Gen09, GL16a, Gro14a, JMR14, OJMR09,
VR00b, VS02, Ven04, Lan17b, Phu01].
Programs
[JS05, NK06, KKL+15, SMHBR06].
Progression [BVE+15]. Project
[BCHR15]. Projection [Lee18, SA20].
projection-based [SA20]. Projections
[LM14h, SAR11, WCHB11]. projects
[SNR18]. Propensity [HP09, Sek11].
proportion [SR17, SR17]. Proportional
[FH09, Gan15a, TKM06, ZQS16, PCAS09].
Proportional-Odds [FH09]. proposal
[Lan09a]. Prospects
[TLH11, MCSGBSA20]. Proven [LT19].
Providing
[Den16, GMF18, NPP18].
Proximities [IP08]. PSAGraphics [HP09].
Pseudo [Fog17]. PST [GR16]. Psychoco
[WSZ12]. Psychology [Veh13, RKY11].
Psychometric [WSZ12]. Psychometrics
[DB18, Sab19]. PTAk [Lei10]. PProcess
[Har10]. Public [HGG08]. publications
[Pol11b]. Published [Lu18, Nun20].
purchasing [BMOF17]. Pure [DC09].
Purpose [MP06]. Pursuit [Lee18]. Butler
[Sco13a]. PY-SUMMA [AVS20]. PypeR
[XMW10]. Python
[AVS20, BP17a, Dan18, GH18, GHN19,
Mil15a, Mü13, Smi17, Smi18, XMW10].
Q [LLS15, Tur18]. Q-Learning [LLS15].
Q-Q [Tur18]. QC [CPD+20]. Qian
[Fin11, Woo11]. qicharts2 [Anh18]. qman
[Tur18]. QTL
[Doc10, BS09, HSG12, TV11, Bro14, Doc10].
QTS [OS95]. Qualark [OS95]. qualities
[PSZ17]. Quality [Anh18, MG09]. Quandle
[FW18]. Quantification [Dro18, SS15].
Quantile [SS19a, AA20]. Quantitative
[Hof15, WS11, Day15]. Questionnaire
[Fri12, O’B12a, Fa12]. Questionnaires
[BBG16, Lai17]. Quizzes [ZUL14].
GZ09, GH11, GKi12, Gu14, Gua13, GL15, Gu07, GV12, Had10, HPvDL15, HBB08, HD10, HH14, HD18, HLS11, Han05, Han06a, Han06b, HV07, Han07a, Han07b, Han20, HJ108, Ha10, Ha10, Ha18, HD12, HBA19, HXY12, Hec15, HH04, HN09, HH15, HP09, HH19a, HH07, Htc11, HCM*18, HT19, Hla16, HHi11, HHJC14, HPS14, HM11, HM16, HL09, Ho11, HMR14, HMS16, Hoh18, HoH07, HF07, Hoj04, HHy05, HL07, Hqi04, HEL12, Hor09, Hor12a, HL04, HL05, HBZ09, HMR+13, HG14, HBG04, HK11, HK15, Hw17, Hw18, HRC20, HS18, HSG12, HBPJ04, HG08, HLP11, HK08, HWY18, IP08, Iac08, IEsDF18, GC96, Hha98, IV05, ILS11, Iri19, ICL16, IK20, Jac11, Jac16, JPM19, Jal19].

[R][JWHT13, JM15, JJ14, KvT+14, JHQT+11, JGM18, JPOJ12, JD15, JV14, Jqi07, JS05, Jw07, JMR14, JP06, Kab11, KHF+10, KMMV14, KMC+12, Kan17, KSHZ04, KMM06, KF10, KD11, KN05, KL14, Kas16, Kav15, KK15, Kc16, Kase18, KS14, KF17, Kie08, KE+17, KE+14, KO06, Kim20a, KNI16, KSS+07, KP14, KZ08, Kla17, KH10, KM08, KN03, KM14, KG17, KR10, KY10, KC14a, Kom09, KK14, KS16, KPS15, KVM15, KV13, KMS14, KT16, Kva07, KSP15, Kuh08, KR13, Ku03, LPLPD14, LS+16, LAMF+17, Lam12, Land18, Land14a, Lan17a, Lan09a, Lan09b, Land14b, LBS17, LH12, LA19, Lan19, LSM20, LGTGA12, Lan18, LWC+09, LL10, LM14a, LW16, LJO10, LeB18, LL+15, LeC13, LM18, Lec18, LRM18a, LeI10, Lei13, Lei02, Lei04].

[R][L][HHS80, LSPvdL17, Len09, Len16, LS20, LMY+11, LB12a, LQ+12, LB12b, LBW18, LM14b, LFF17, LM03, LS16, LF15, LZHC17, LLS15, LL11, LBC+16, LC10, LHA+15, LR15, LRRN18b, LT19, Lon15, LRRAGS14, dUJ13, LH14, LLL+20, Luh13, LX12, LCSC14, Lcp09, Luy21, MGHR16, MRC15, MÀc07, MR12, MF14, MHJS16, MB03, MH07, MdL10, MMB15, MÇSD14, Mar06, MA14, MTP15, MH15, MB15, MR14, Mar07, MBGK18, MQP11, MBM18, Mat11, Mat16b, MF15, MCA19, MP14, MPM14, McE16, ML13, Mcl07, MYK07, MZ08, MH18, MS11, MCM12, Mel16, MJG10, Meu13, MW07, MH09, MUM16, MV13, Mii15a, MP12, Mii15b, MP06, Mr14, ML11, Mv1dM15, MT20, MCB18, MBR11, MV14, MHO12, MdUA10, MN14, MN17, MZ18, Mv1b+20, Mue09, MH10, Mul15, MvSB+07, Ms07, MASC+11, Mul14].

[R][Mii13, ML12, Mum14a, Mum03, Mur06, Mur09a, MG09, Mur09b, Mur11, Mur18, Mur05, Mw11, Mwi13a, Mwi13b, NK06, NPR13, NB13, NR16, Nag18, Nar05, NV11, Nas14, Nas08, ND12, NH21, NGBK12, NL12, NL14, NPP17, NPP18, NdSL16, NRD16, NAA17, OH11, OHD17, Ohe14, Ohr14, Oja10, OCR14, OOS18, OL17, Ooa13, OK14, OJMR09, PL15, PH16, PPGD15, PP17, Pan18, Pap16, Par06a, Par12, Par15b, Par15a, PCAS09, PFT+12, PLRC10, PSS+17, Pbl2, Pbc21, PG15, Pen03, Pen08, PD08, PDB16, PJSPC17, PKZ+12, PP18, Per14, PPC09, Pet10, PP11, PSS+11, PR07, PNR13, Pfa06, Pfa08a, Pfa08b, Pfa13, Phi10, PU13, PK08, Pir10, PSZ17, Pla12, Pla19, PC11, Pol11b, PT07, PT09, PLLC11, PLR+16, Plo05a, Plo05b, PMA18, PK12, Qia10b, Qia16].

[R][QZLP21, dREP12, RH02, Rac12, Rah17, RH21, RHG09, RN17, RPVG11, RR11, RV20, Rec10, RK20, Rec19, RFGD08, RBB18, RLWP16, RC17, RG07, RHI14, RS05, RS08, Rit09, RBHB15, Riz06, Ris10, Ris12, Ris16, RC01, Rob18, Rob08, RFKM12, RR11, RRSPR12, RRSPR14, Rom07, RMDG12, Ros07, Ros12, RT10, RL15, RGD12, Rov17, dVSVAL17, Ru09, Run13, SOD+16, SF18, SS18a, SVM+17, SFS12, Sar08, Sar16, SMHBR06, SH17, SP14a, Sav16, Sav09, SE18, SA15, SIR+11, SZ11, Sch11, SK17, Sch14, Sch17a, SME+09, Sch17b, Sch16.
She11, Soe10, Str10, Sun15, Sun16, Tus05, Tyl07, Unw12b, Unw13b, VS5+17, VL21, Voe09, Wic08b, Wic08a, WG10, Ya10, dL05b, dL06, dL09a, dL09c, dL09b.


Research [Ano99, Gan15b, LT16, Mai14a, McG20, Rus15, Str10, Bee13, Cha15a, Hel15, LB12a, MR09, Vin10]. researchers [HBA19]. Resistant [Can04, Con03]. Resonance [CMS+11, TW11, WS11].

Review [Abr97, AA12, Agr16, Aj17, All11b, AC04, Ano03a, Ano03c, Ano03b, Ano06b, Ano06a, Ano08, Ano09a, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano10, Ano10a, Ano12b, Ano16, Arg98, Arm19, Bai11, Bar02, Bar18, Bas18, Bat04, Bat08a, Bat08b, Bau14, Beb13, Ber10, Ber09, Boo10, Bos09, Bos10, Bow09, Bow10, Bra03, Bro07, Bro10, Buc09, Bul06, Bur07, Bur09, Bur10, BL11, Cam09, Cap19, Car10, Car16, Cha14a, Che11, Chi07, Cho15, Cho09, Cho20, Chr09, CH11b, Cow03, Cox05, Cur18, Dal98, Dav95, Daw03, Dem17, DN17, Dem18, Den98, Dia06, Dia18, Dic12, Die21, Doe06, Doe10, Dow17, Dre19, Dur14, Dur15, Eas03, Edd09c, Edd09a, Edd09b, Edd11, Edd12b, Edd12a, Ed18, Eme08, Esp15, Eva11, Eva14, Fer02, Few09].

Review [Fin10, Fin11, Fis06, Ftc11, For20, Fot07, Fox05a, Fri12, Fri11, Gal17, Gen98, Gil14, Gle16a, GL14, GR18, Gou05, Gou10, Grö11, Grö13, Grö15b, Grö15a, Grö16, Grö18a, Gro18c, Gro08, Gun06, Gut11, Hac17, Hâg12, Hal93, Han13b, Han13a, Han98, Har03, Har19, Has18, He07, Hel15, Hel16, Hel18, Hew05, Hil06, Hil10, Hly09, Hoe09, HoF15, Hor12c, Hou07, How11, How16a, How16b, Hu09, Hub11, Hüas18, IR12, Iac15, Jan96, Joh09, Joh20, Jon13, KK09, Kau13, Kha16, Kha17, Kha18, Kim20b, Kin95, Kin20, Kle17, Ko95b, Ko95a, Kos16, Krâ20, Kuh10, Kum07, Kum10, Kus03, Lab12, La17, Lan17b, Law02, Lazz11a, Lazz11b, Len20, Le10, Lep14, Lii1, Lig09, Lip20a, Lip20b, Lip21a, Lip21b, Liu16, Liu16a, Liu16b, Liu17, Liu18, Lor18, Lu18].

Review [Lud12, Lum01, Lum08, Lum02, Lun06, Lum07b, Luo09, Lüt11, Mac98, Mai06, Mai08, Mai09, Mai10, Mai11, Mai12, Mai14a, Mai14b, Mai13, Mai09, Mar03, Mar11, Mar12, Mat13, Mat15, Mat16a, McG20, McN14, McN04, Mig10, Mil12, Mil10, MN03, Mil17a, Mil17b, Mor18, Mor03, Mor09, Mi16, Mun14b, Mur14, Mye09, Mye12b, Mye12a, Neu11, Neu12, Ng06, Ng09, Ng11, Nie11, Nie14, Nor08, Nor09, Nor14, Nor15, Num13, Num20, Num20, O’B08, O’B09c, O’B09a, O’B09b, O’B10, O’B12b, O’B12a, O’B13, O’B14, Oli07, Oli10b, Oli10a, Oli17, Oom10, Oum17, Otn17, Pan15, Par15b, Par15a, Pav16, PG20, Pe21, Pet02, Pet19, Pfa12, Pic09, Pic09, Ph01, Pod15, Pod18, Pol09, Pol11a, Pol11c, Pol13, Put06, Qia10a, Rao14, Rec09, Ree18].

Review [Ric11, Ric19, Rip11, Rob12, Rob13, Rob19, Rob05, Rob07, Rob09, Rob17, Ros09, Ros10b, Ros00, Rui16, Rui17, Rus15, SL09, Sab19, San10b, San10a, San11, Sän19, San03, SCD07, Sau10, Sau11, Sau12, Sau21, Sch08, Sch17].
Kra05, Kuo03, Lan95, Las97, Lo 93, Lo 94, Lub91, Man03, MJR93, MC97, Mat85, Sta92a, Sta92b, Sta93a, Sta93c, Sta93g, Sta93e, Sta93h, Sta93j, Mat94, Mat98, Mil98, Mi00, MN01, Mil02, NS94, OS95, PB00, Pri05b, Röb00, RD92, RD93, SM05, SCK95, SA01, Sel98, SS92, SP05, Spe94, Sta93b, Sta93d, Sta93f, Sta95a, Sta95c, Sta95d, Sta95e, Sta95f, Sta95g, Sta95h, Sta95i, Sta95k, Sta95l, Sta95m, Sta95n, Sta95o, Sta95p, Sta95q, Ste00, SHR97, Sis93, VR94, VR97, VR99, VR00a, VR00b, VR02, WKL08, Wie04, Y95, YWL02, ZW03, Ziv05, Abr97, Ano03a, Ano03c, Ano03b, Ano06d, Arg98, Bar02, Bro03, Bro07, Bur07].
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Tidy
[Mil17b, SR16, FM18b, WG17]. tidytext
[SR16]. Tidyverse [IK20, Lip20b]. TIFF
[NPP18]. Tiles [LR15]. Tilman [Ano16].
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Usual [PZK + 12]. Utilities [Den16, OS95].


Validating [CAA15]. Validation [BPDD08, CH18, JKvT + 14, KO06, Yan95].

Valiente [Lab12]. Value [CNA16, GK16, HS18, MMB15, BFA14].

Values [MF15]. Variable [CS12, HMS16, LL11, LBC + 16, ND12, RJH14, Riz06, Sch11, SR18, TMW18, WF12].

Variables [Bon18, CC08a, CKSLS12, BF17, Zag18].

variance [GS19]. variate [Dev86].

correlation [Bor16b]. vars [Pfa08b]. Varying [RC17, TR14]. VAT [Cox95]. vdg [SIRC16].

vdmmR [Fuj17]. Vector [AE21, KMM06, Mur09a, NL12, Tie09].

Vectorization [WPW15]. vectors [CHB14, GMF18]. Venables [Abr97, Arg98, Fer02, Jam96, Zie01b].

Verdooren [AA12, Krä20]. Verlag [Abr97, Dal98, Har03, Hof15, How16b, Mat15, Mat16a, Rus15, Zel16].

Version [Ano99, Cha95, GT10, HL04, HL05, Mat85, R D11a, R D11c, R D11d, R D11f, R D11g, Sta93d, Sta93f, Sta93k, Sta95d, Sta95e, Sta95g, Sta95b, Mil02, RRSPTR14, VS02, Ven04]. Versions [Mil00].

Vertex [HL07]. vertical [Gav10].

Verzani [Ano06c, Hou07, Smi06]. Via [IDE15, AWBM18, AM14, BBGL17, Fil08, Gra16, IK20, KNI16, KF14, Lip02b, ML13, MP06, PW18, SCS13, SWH17, Su07, WMS17, Wan13]. view [Ger94, Mat94].


Violators [dLMH09]. virus [TNM17].

Visas [The99]. Visual [BCS96, Fuj17].

Visualisation [Hüs18, Rah17].

Visualisierungsbeispiele [Rah14].

Visualization [Agr16, Fer11, FM16, GGK10, Gro08, Kra07, Kuh10, Miü16].
Visualizations
[BML19, Die21, Ger21, Tan18]. Visualize
[Mil17b, WG17]. Visualizing
[BY18, BKT14, Cle93, FFM09, GRMS11, Gio09, Kie98, Lee18, LM03, MBT+20, Tyn16, Tur18]. VNM [HWY18]. Volatility
[Kas16]. vollständigen [Kra97]. Volume
[TW11, VR99, VR00a, SS18a, SS18b]. Votes
[PLLC11]. vrmlgen [GGK10]. vtreat
[MZ18].
[CCP+11]. Yuelin [Mai14a]. Yuima [BI13, IM15].
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